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ICT Objectives
For children to learn why IT is important and to provide
children with an excellent foundation that they can use
throughout their lives.
For children to recognise common uses of information
technology in other cross curricular subjects and beyond
school.
For children to be safe online and in online communicationsFor
children to use their creative thinking skills in online
communications: blogging, email, social networks, vlogging.
To encourage children to learn the benefits of the Internet and
the functionalities of any computer or iPad.
For children to explore Microsoft Office and be confident users
of all areas.
To demonstrate how to use logical reasoning to predict the
behaviour of simple programs.
To instill confidence in and foster a passion for the
technological world in which we live.
Our ICT Specialists cover a wide variety of tools, techniques
and tricks throughout our ComputeCodeCommunicate©
lessons such as understanding algorithms, creating and
debugging programs, detecting and correcting errors etc.
Children will also have the opportunity to work on their very
own IT project over a series of weeks towards the end of the
first year to showcase their new talents.

Equipment List
Eqiupment we will use in school (if
available):
Laptops
Interactive whiteboard
Sound system
Paper/pens/pencils
Scratch
Equipment we will provide at no extra
costs:
Worksheets
Our teachers will remind you of what they will be using in school the
following week so that you can ensure that it is ready for them or let them
know it is unavailable.

KS2 Scheme of Work

App and Websites needed

KS2 Skill Progression Year 3
Year 3 Unit 1
Year 3 Unit 2
To know how the internet works
To learn how to present information in Microsoft
To know how to be safe online
Word
To know how to report concerns
To learn the importance of surveys and how to
To learn how to use emails safely
create one
To learn the difference between the internet
To collect data from surveys created
and world wide web
To learn how to create databases
To learn how communication has changed
To design a chocolate bar on a laptop or computer
To demonstrate understanding of the
using
internet, e-safety and online communication
MS Paint
To create a multimedia advert in pairs and upload it
to the
school blog
To assess and recap what we have learnt in this unit

Year 3 Unit 3
To know how search engines work
To know about how results are ranked
To know how to use google effectively
To know how o create and use an online poll
To become confident users of Microsoft Word
To understand how to use search engines
effectively
To assess and recap what we have learnt in
this unit

Year 3 Unit 4
To learn how to collect data by using Google Forms
To complete last week's market research and
explore
Google Expeditions
To learn how computer programmes use variables
and how
we use computer science in everyday life
To learn about binary code in computer science
To learn what copyright is and how it is used
To assess and recap what we have learnt in this
unit

Year 3 Unit 5
Year 3 Unit 6
To understand what an algorithm is and how
To observe and notice key aspects of
to
illustrations.
create one ourselves
To create a story board frame for a traditional
To gain an understanding of scratch and how
tale
to give
To begin to create illustrations for a tale created
commands to a sprite.
by the pupils
To create and code our own rock band
To add illusionists to a presentation format
To understand digital data and how to create
creating an online book.
a message using on and off signals.
To continue to create an eBook for the children’s
Understanding Binary Code
own stories
To understand the different uses for binary
To review and improve their eBooks
code
To assess and recap what we have learnt in this
To assess and recap what we have learnt in
unit
this unit

Year 4

Year 4 Unit 1
Year 4 Unit 2
To know the importance of the
To learn about the effect that technology
Internet
has had on
To understand how to use the
the Music Industry
internet safely
To learn to use ICT to create Music
when in year 4
To create Music using online Music
To learn how to be safe on social
Technology software
media
To create a full composition on JAM studio
What is a hashtag and how do we use
and write lyrics or it
them?
To create a User Manual for JAM Studio
To learn how to create and use a blog
To create a final piece of Music using a
To learn how to create a vlog
software we have learnt in this Unit
To show understanding of E-safety,
To assess and recap what we have learnt in
social media and the internet
this unit
Year 4 Unit 3
To be able to research environmental Year 4 Unit
factors
To create an eBook
To source and justify a school trip with
To create an eBook
educational values
To finish eBook creation and add audio
To be able to write a factual report for
To learn how to edit photos and videos
an environmental issue
To learn how to use green screen and
To be able to create and design a leaflet
special effects
To know how to type effectively
To assess and recap what we have learnt
To be able to create a photo story to
in this unit
show an overview of what we have learnt
from this unit
Year 4 Unit 6
Year 4 Unit 5
To understand input and output.
To plan and design a toy.
To transfer ideas into a computer
program to develop a toy.
To explore different command blocks
on scratch to programme
our toys simulation.
To be able to test and improve
simulations
To be able to present ideas in the form
of a business "pitch"
To assess and recap what we have
learnt in this unit

To make a start on creating our own RPG
Adventure game
To add two decisions and interactions to our
RPG
Creating inventories and developing player
interactions.
To add and change aspects of our game to
improve the overall project.
To begin to create a space invader style
game.
To create a fully working space invader
games
To assess and recap what we have learnt in
this unit

Year 5
Year 5 Unit 1
Year 5 Unit 4
To know how to be e-safe in Year 5
To plan to develop our own websites
To know what blogging is
To understand http, html, hyperlinks and
To create a comic strip and upload to
IP
blog
addresses and
To know more about blogging
continue website building
To learn the benefits of video
To continue developing our websites!
conferencing
To add media to our websites
To learn more about YouTube and
To publish our websites
create own class video to upload to blog
To assess and recap what we have learnt
To show understanding of E-safety and
in this unit
Blogging
Year 5 Unit 2
Year 5 Unit 5
To learn what an algorithm is and what
To research E Safety sites.
they are
To design and plan the structure of an e
used for
safety site.
To learn how to use algorithms in Scratch
To create and e safety site using google
To learn what a variable is and what they
sites
are used for
To understand how to embed content
To create an online game
into our site.
To finalise online game
To understand how to add additional
To create online crossword and re-cap
pages to our google site.
algorithms
To understand how to send our site live.
To assess and recap what we have learnt
To assess and recap what we have
in this unit
learnt in this unit
Year 5 Unit 3
Year 5 Unit 6
To use images and sounds in scratch to
To understand what computer science is
make a virtual rock band
What is coding
To create an under the sea project
To develop coding ability
To understand debugging and how to fix
To create and interactive quiz game on
problems with code
scratch
To developing a simple game, putting all
To continue to create an interactive quiz
of the skills learnt
game
previously into practice
To understand logo coding.
To create a fully functioning open world
To assess and recap what we have
game
learnt in this unit
To create a game using Phython
To assess and recap what we have learnt
in this unit

Year 6
Year 6 Unit 4
Year 6 Unit 1
Children are introduced to coding and the job
To know how to stay safe online in Year 6
of a coder and will learn to code their own
To know about the capabilities of a smart
game!
phone
To learn about Javascript and advance
To know what an app is and how they are
knowledge of Python
used
To complete at least 5 challenges in Scratch
To create a pitch for their App
To learn why we have different examples of
To design an App
user input and understand loops in Scratch
To design an App
To understand how to use sensors and
To demonstrate knowledge of e-safety,
sounds in Scratch
smartphones and apps
To assess and recap what we have learnt in
this unit
Year 6 Unit 2
Year 6 Unit 5
To create our own mini enterprises using
To research games that promote learning
ICT
To design and create a working times table
To learn how to create an online survey
game using scratch.
(perform market research)
To design and create a working coin counter
To use IT to record footage of focus groups
program on scratch
To learn how to analyse data and to show
To design and create a working clock / stop
findings in graphs on excel
watch.
To learn how to use LogoJoy to design a
Introduction to Logo a graphic design
logo and to design your product using
software.
SmartDraw
Creating a picture using logo programming.
To create a radio advert for the projects
To assess and recap what we have learnt in
children have created
this unit
To learn how to design a leaflet to market
your product/service
Year 6 Unit 6
To create a plan and create a blog/vlog to
Year 6 Unit 3
show
To be aware of potential dangers online
why ICT is important past, present and future
associated with Location Based Services
To write our first blog post
To understand why and how to protect your
Provide tips for teaching students quality
privacy online
commenting skills.
To understand cyberbullying, griefing and
To improve the quality of our blog posts by
trolling and how to deal with them
adding images.
To understand that not everything you see
Adding video and audio to our blogs
online is true and how you can report
To experience live blogging
concerns online
To assess and recap what we have learnt in
To understand about viruses and malware
this unit
To create our own e-safety website
To complete our e-safety websites

